
 
 

             

          Dated: 10.06.2022 

Circular 

This is to inform all the Students that Professional Ethics lecture is organized on 15.06.2022 and 

the resource person for the same is Dr. M A Saleem  [IPS].  All the students are hereby informed 

to attend the same. 

Time: 2pm to 4 pm 

Venue: Auditorium 

For more details contact Department of Student Affairs. 

 

 

Registrar 

Date: 10.06.2022
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1.

DATE: 15.06.2022 

A work shop on ‘Professional Ethics for Students’, to inspire to students to 
embrace professional ethics was facilitated by IPS Dr M. A Saleem on 15th 

June 2022 in the Presidency University Auditorium. Professional ethics

are defined as certain rules that regulate a person's or group's 

behavior in various professional situations. It is critical that students 

learn about professional ethics and adhere to these high standards in 

order to advance their personal and professional development. 

It was a really interesting and illuminating session in which students 

learned in depth about what is expected of them at university as well as 

values that they must apply even in external work contexts. They were 

excited to learn how to properly groom and present oneself and understood 

the importance of the training. To better engage the students, the session 

was maintained casual and interactive, with many opportunities for 

students to share their views and opinions. 

Key highlights 

 The speaker's quiz as an icebreaker game was entertaining and

interesting. It energized and captured the students' attention.

Students appeared to greatly like answering simple trivia questions

ranging from general knowledge to University trivia. Students were

prompt and excited to take the quiz.

 The speaker explanation of professional ethics. Honesty and integrity

were discussed, as well as respect for others and accountability and

responsibility. The speaker took the opportunity to go through the

issues in depth, discussing the relevance of each of these principles.

The speaker then went on to describe the advantages of adhering to

the ethics.

 During the question and answer session, the students had many

questions about professional ethics; they had absorbed the

information well and were eager to know how to use it in their future

employment.
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Summary 

Overall, the workshop was a success since it was meticulously prepared 

and executed. Students reported feeling better informed and empowered 

as a result of the material. They were eager to put the principles into 

practice in the future and were eager to implement them at university. The 

speaker stated that he was quite pleased with the crowd's responsiveness 

and excitement. 

Pictures  

Picture: Speaker addressing the students about professional ethics. 
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Picture: Students keenly listening to the speaker. 

Picture: Professional ethics and career discussion. 

Dr. Anu Sukhdev 

Asst. Dean, DSA 
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          Dated: 20.06.2022 

Circular 

This is to inform all the Teaching Staff, Non-Teaching Staff and Administrators that Professional 

Ethics lecture is organized on 24.06.2022 and the resource person for the same is Dr. Amir Ullah 

Khan. All the Teaching, Non-Teaching and Administrators are hereby informed to attend the 

same. 

Time: 2pm to 4 pm 

Venue: Auditorium 

 

 

Registrar 

 
Date: 20-06-2022
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Date : 24th June 2022



A workshop on ‘Professional Ethics among Faculty’ was conducted by 
Dr.Amir Ullah Khan on 24th June 2022 between 2pm-4pm at the Main 
Auditorium, Presidency University. It is universally felt that the status of the 

teaching profession needs to be maintained so as to ensure its dignity and 

integrity. This can be attained by providing knowledge regarding the same.  

This workshop was facilitated by informing the teaching faculty regarding the 

‘Professional Ethics’ that must be adhered to, ensuring seamless functioning

of all teaching departments. The workshop delivered by Dr.Amir was in-depth 

and informative in nature. He divided the workshop into 5 parts explaining 

the different facets of ethics that must be followed. 128 teaching faculty 

attended the workshop. 

The facets are as follows: 

 Teaching faculty  in relation to Students
 Teaching faculty  in Relation to Profession, colleagues and other

Professional Organizations
 Teaching faculty in relation to Parents and Guardians

 Teaching faculty in relation to Society and the Nation
 Teaching faculty in Relation to Management/ Administration

Highlights of the Event: 

The speaker narrated a brief story as an icebreaker for the occasion, 

outlining the experience of two employees. The narrative was engrossing 

and motivating; it described the adventures of two employees, one of whom 

adhered to the ethical code and the other who did not. This was done to 

raise awareness of how crucial upholding professional ethics is to succeeding 

at work. This facilitated the creation of an interactive setting in which 

participants shared insightful contributions from their learning and the 

audience was asked to provide their comprehension of the story. He 

continued by educating the audience emphasizing on each of the subjects.  

 The first topic's main principles included being on time, preparing

thoroughly before each session, refusing to accept payment from the

students, and treating every student equally and justly.

 The second facet's main themes included treating each faculty member

fairly and professionally, refraining from making baseless accusations

against other employees, taking part in programs for faculty

development to advance one's career, refraining from offensive
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remarks and behaviour, communicating clearly, and exhibiting team-

building skills. 

 Here, he discusses the moral principles that educators must uphold in

order to effectively interact with parents and guardians. The most

important things are to build friendly relationships with parents,

always keep parents and guardians updated on their wards, and avoid

doing anything that can erode students' trust in their parents or

guardians.

Summary 

The content was well received by all workshop attendees, who reported that 

the workshop was very interesting and significant. Participants reported that 

the speaker was quite competent and delivered the subject in an easy-to-

understand manner. The session concluded on a high note, with both the 

speaker and the participants pleased with the outcome. 







List of Participants: 









 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

             

          Dated: 20.06.2022 

Circular 

This is to inform all the MBA 1st Year Students that Professional Ethics lecture is organized on 

27.06.2022 and the resource person for the same is Ms. Mugdha Shetye.  All the MBA 1st Year 

students are hereby informed to attend the same. 

Time: 1.25pm to 3.25pm 

Venue: F Block Seminar Hall III 

For more details contact Department of Student Affairs. 

 

 

Registrar 

Date: 20.06.2022 



“Professional Ethics for Successful career” 
27 June, 2022  

Time: 1.25 pm to 3.25 pm 
Venue: F block Seminar hall III

Event Organized on: Off line 

Organized For:  MBA  1st Year SEM -II Students 

Resource Person: 
 Ms.Mugdha shetye : is a management professional with over 5 years of corporate experience. 

She is currently working at Growth Centre Pvt Ltd-Mumbai.  she has handled many profiles across 

varied sectors and industries like FMCG- research, consulting, Automobile and Telecom across the 

national / international geography. 

Coordinators/Conveners: Dr.S.Fakruddin Ali Ahmed, Associate Professor, SOM Presidency 
University

No. of Participants: 60

About the Event

The objective of the Seminar was basically to ensure that the students develop critical thinking skills 
that will help them to recognize potential ethical dilemmas. This workshop was conducted to draw the 
attention of all towards the problems and challenges that are there in front of us at the levels of individual, 
family, society and nature. This workshop is mainly to increase ethical knowledge and improve ethical 
thinking. There were approximately 60 student participants and 2 faculty participants who attended the 
seminar. Further, the speaker took over the session and started off by diving right into the topic 
“PROFESSIONAL ETHICS FOR SUCCESSFUL CAREER” 

.

Contents of the Seminar:  The 1.5 hours period was very interactive and aroused key enthusiasm 
among students. The speaker started with - A perspective on personal and professional ethics – for 
successful career 

What is Ethics? – 

Why do I need any ethic? – 

Ethical Dilemma – 

A quick survey on Ethical Dilemma 

Paradigms of Ethical Dilemma 

Professional Ethics

A Report on Professional  Ethics-Successful Career
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Professional Ethical Dilemmas 

Closing thoughts



List of participants:

 Presidency University 
 Time: 1.30  pm to 3.25 pm, 27th JUNE 2022, Venue: F block 

PROFESSIONAL ETHICS FOR SUCCESSFUL CAREER 
 MBA 2022

 Sl 
no Roll No Name of the Student Signature 1 20222MBA0190 PAVAN KUMAR S C YES2 20222MBA0212 K SAINATH YES3 20222MBA0213 SUKKA TEJESH YES4 20222MBA0215 DHANANJAY H B YES5 20222MBA0217 VISHAL SINGH YES6 20222MBA0222 CHIKKAMARE GOWDA B V YES7 20222MBA0223 DEVIKA YES8 20222MBA0227 GAGANA S RAO YES9 20222MBA0229 SAKSHI KUMARI YES10 20222MBA0230 DEEPIKA G YES11 20222MBA0231 MANASA GANGADHAR YES12 20222MBA0232 ASHWINI YES13 20222MBA0233 VUMMADI VENKATA BHANU PRAKASH YES14 20222MBA0236 DHEERAJ OINAM YES15 20222MBA0237 WASIM AKRAM YES16 20222MBA0239 S N ABHILASH YES17 20222MBA0241 GARIKAPATI UDAY KIRAN YES18 20222MBA0242 S N ARSHEYA YES19 20222MBA0244 G S THANZIL AHAMED YES20 20222MBA0245 S SANTHOSH REDDY YES21 20222MBA0246 SOHAN G S YES22 20222MBA0247 MOHAMMED ZUBAIR A Z YES23 20222MBA0248 MOHAMMED RAYAN M B YES24 20222MBA0253 CHETHAN M YES25 20222MBA0260 ROSHAN KUMAR YES26 20222MBA0262 PRAJWAL S YES27 20222MBA0273 MOHAMMED AFFAN YES



28 20222MBA0278 SHUBHASHREE S YES29 20222MBA0279 CHETAN M YES30 20222MBA0280 SOWMYA K GOWDA YES31 20222MBA0281 CHARAN V GOWDA YES32 20222MBA0292 Y POOJA REDDY YES33 20222MBA0293 HARSHA D YES34 20222MBA0295 HIDANGMAYUM SWAMI BHARDWAJ YES35 20222MBA0296 PARMESHWOR OINAM YES36 20222MBA0298 DERRICK ALFRED S YES37 20222MBA0300 YUMNAM RONANDIO SINGH YES38 20222MBA0316 VENU H V YES39 20222MBA0318 PRASHANTH V YES40 20222MBA0332 VARSHITHA Y R YES41 20222MBA0354 NIRANJAN R YES42 20222MBA0366 MILAN CHAUHAN YES43 20222MBA0367 MANISH CHANDRA PANDEY YES44 20222MBA0397 SHEKAR S YES45 20222MBA0416 GAGAN GOWDA B YES46 20222MBA0420 PAVAN V YES47 20222MBA0438 RAJENDRA KUMAR S G YES48 20222MBA0441 V VIKAS YES49 20222MBA0468 ADARSH KUMAR G V YES50 20222MBA0474 SREE DURGA M YES51 20222MBA0475 CHAITANYA J A YES52 20222MBA0476 SUHAS GOWDA B S YES53 20222MBA0483 RAKSHITH GOWDA R YES54 20222MBA0520 KEERTHANA D YES55 20222MBA0593 ABHISHEK MOHANTY YES56 20222MBL0025 KAUSHIK SINGH YES57 20222MBL0029 GAJJALA VENKATA SHIVA THULASI YES58 20222MDM0013 PRATHEEK B N YES59 20222MDM0022 RUMAISA KHAN YES60 20222MLS0029 CYRIL P S YES61 20222MLS0030 SARATH MOHAN K S YES


